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Successive attacks hit the body of the “Wild Beast” like a storm. 

This was also a “Heavenly Grade” martial art, named “Stacked Wave Fist”, with punch after punch 

stacked on top of each other in an endless stream, just like a giant wolf on a wild wave. 

I don’t know if it was because of the “unborn” or the “nameless gongfu”, but Ye Lu found that it was 

easy for him to learn any “martial skill”, in fact, it was also easy for him to learn “spells”, only that he 

couldn’t completely “leave his body with his aura”, so the use of spells was a little bit incompetent, not 

that he couldn’t master it. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

With the sound of successive attacks, the mountain-like body of the “Wild Beast” actually collapsed, and 

then lay there spitting out a few mouthfuls of blood and never moving again. 

The 16th on the “Killer Heavenly Ranking”, “Wild Beast” died. 

Ye Lu casually rubbed his gloves and said. 

“Next.” 

Now the crowd was really upset, if the previous “Flame Dragon Bomb” strike was a trick and a surprise, 

then this time it was a real one, a hard one, and it killed the “Wild Beast”, and the difference between 

Ye Lu’s size and that of the “Wild Beast” was not even half a star. 

Everyone looked at Ye Lu in a different way. 

“The Son of Death was no longer sitting on the window, he jumped down and stood with the scruffy 

middle-aged man looking at Ye Lu in the arena. 

He found that this nameless technique was made for fighting, and the feeling of completeness was 

getting stronger and stronger. 

After a moment of silence, a guy who had wrapped himself up tightly stood up silently and jumped off 

the bleachers and went not far in front of Ye Lu. 

This guy’s name was “Thorn”, ranked twelfth on the assassin’s list, an assassination expert known for his 

concealed weapons, and it was said that no one had ever seen his real face. 

It is said that no one has ever seen his real face. Moreover, this man is just like his outer queen, he is 

covered with thorns and has concealed weapons everywhere. 



Some people say that this guy’s concealed weapons can already match the “flying sword”, but of course 

this is a bit exaggerated, “flying sword” is a kind of spell, powerful “flying sword” is said to be able to 

take a person’s head at a hundred steps, really like a myth. 

However, this “stab” seems to have a special technique and a unique concealed weapon from his 

heritage, which is extremely penetrating and clever. 

Ye Luo’s powerful fighting style, his strange and erratic footwork, and his ability to spit fire made 

“Thorn” extremely fearful, and he controlled his attack from a very long distance. 

All kinds of concealed weapons shot towards Ye Lu like a storm. 

This time, Ye Lu chose to stay away from the attack. For a “Grand Master”, it was easy to let out his 

“astral energy”, but it was extremely difficult to retrieve it, and that kind of “flying sword”-like air 

ingestion was only possible at a very close distance. 

So, as Ye Luo flew away, all those concealed weapons fell to the ground. 

The “concealed weapons” were expendable, just like bullets from a gun, they would get smaller and 

smaller, and they had to be at a certain distance to be powerful, and it would be easy to dodge them if 

they were far away. 

So, the wrapped “thorn” began to fly after him, and his stance was also quite good, and the two of them 

ran wildly in the “Colosseum”, chasing and fleeing. 

Ye Luo’s distance control was so good that all kinds of hidden weapons fell just short. 

After a long time, he finally stopped. 

Both Uncle Dirt and the Son of Darkness frowned. 

“What do you think?” 

Uncle Dirt asked as he looked at the Colosseum. 

“The Son of Darkness didn’t answer, but thought for a moment before saying. 

“The escape route can be arranged, it looks chaotic, but in fact there is some kind of pattern, and the 

footwork is quite complicated, at present, I can’t see any special meaning.” 

Seeing that Ye Luo had actually stopped, the guy who was attacking also stopped. 

Ye Luo was looking at the other guy and said with a smile. 

“Thank you for clearing out the bottom of this ‘Colosseum’, so that you don’t have to worry about 

making a lot of dust, so it’s my turn to attack.” 

The Colosseum had been remodelled again, and the centre of the Colosseum had been turned into a flat 

stone with a very wide view. 

In fact, it would be more appropriate to call it a bomb rather than a “hidden weapon”. 



It was a treasure that he had obtained from the Iga ninja and had not discarded, and it was something 

that the Iga ninja had saved for themselves, but unfortunately, they did not expect to see something as 

flying as the Poor Man’s, and at the same time, so thick and fleshy that it was terrifying. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

This is not an ordinary bomb, perhaps even worse than an ordinary bomb in terms of physical attack, 

not even a stone can be blown up, but it is aimed at cultivators, it is like a “martial art” that can be 

thrown out. 

Therefore, the “thorn” was immediately enveloped by the flying “astral qi” and his thick clothes were 

torn into pieces to reveal his inner appearance. 

As a result, everyone saw that it was a thin-looking man wearing a special armour, which was like a 

treasure chest full of hidden weapons, full of hidden pockets and mechanisms. 

The reason why he used such a suit instead of a “storage weapon” was that ordinary “storage weapons” 

could not be identified, so there was a process to use them, which was quick but deadly for releasing 

concealed weapons. 

“The Iga ninja’s firearms were no mean feat, and although they didn’t kill him, they did cause him some 

anxiety, and then Ye Lu’s concealed weapons arrived. 

One hundred and eight tiny flying needles flew towards this guy. 

However, in this guy’s opinion, Ye Lu’s technique was still very crude, so he disdainfully turned sideways 

and tried to dodge, but then he realized that he was wrong, those flying needles could actually turn in 

the air, just like a “flying sword”. 

“You!” 

He had just uttered one word when the flying needles penetrated the vital points of his head, and the 

corpse fell down with a “thud!” The body fell down with a loud thud. 

The twelfth on the “Killer Sky List”, “Stabbed” to death. 

In a short span of ten minutes, three of the top twenty experts on the “Killer Ranking” had died. 

Ye Lu ignored those silver needles, because he could only launch this strike at the moment, he could not 

retrieve those silver needles yet. 

He looked at the bleachers and stretched his back and said. 

“Can we have something challenging.” 

This time the woman from Miaojiang, Miao Zixuan, stood up. 



Seeing him stand up, the crowd’s eyes lit up because she was a top five ranked expert and it looked like 

the fight had quickly escalated to the ultimate battle. 

The giants were finally about to make their move. 

When he saw the “Hundred Poisoness” fight, “Joker” stopped eating the apple and put a bite of the 

apple on his finger, spinning it around while looking at the “Colosseum”. 

By this time, Miao Zixuan had reached the centre of the arena. 

“Although you are an Oriental, I will not show you any mercy.” 

Miao Zixuan looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

Ye Luo looked at her and said. 

“I’ve learned the style of your evil cultivators and the ‘Companions’ long ago, no need to explain 

anymore, come on!” 

Ye Luo had a vivid memory of the style of work of that “old woman of compulsion” and her disciples on 

the “Heavenly Horse Mountain”, so he did not have any good feelings towards these “evil cultivators”. 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, Miao Zixuan did not say anything, but quickly raised her two white arms. 

Countless poisonous insects appeared all over the sky. 

When they saw so many poisonous insects, and that there were thousands of “third-ranked demonic 

beasts” at the clan level, all of them, except for the “Big Three” and “Human Slaughterer” Jefferson, 

drew in a breath of cold air. 

They finally knew the difference between the top five ranked experts and themselves. Facing thousands 

of “Grandmaster” level poisonous insects, even if Miao Zixuan, the “Grand Grandmaster”, did not take 

action, as long as she gave up these poisonous insects, I am afraid that even the “Big Three” would feel 

very difficult. 

“Die!” 

After releasing the poisonous insects, Miao Zixuan looked at Ye Luo and said indifferently. 

And Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“More people than people, right? What am I afraid of!” 

Following that, Ye Luo also struck out, while everyone’s eyes widened. 

“Is this ‘Blood Shadow Shura’ a monster?” 

Someone said with emotion. 
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Everyone saw the tall, bare-chested, cloaked evil spirit standing beside Ye Lu, and the thousands of evil 

spirits that appeared with him. 

Originally, there were more than ten thousand evil spirits and ghosts in Ye Lu’s “Soul Tower”, but only a 

thousand of them remained after the battle in Tokyo, but they were all the elites left over from the 

great wave. 

Each one of them exudes a terrifying aura. 

Seeing so many “evil spirits”, Miao Zixuan’s face immediately changed, the number of these spirits was 

indeed less than that of her own poisonous insects, but the problem was that “ghosts” were a very 

special kind of thing, not strictly speaking considered as life, so the poison of the poisonous insects was 

ineffective against these evil spirits. 

If “poison” is ineffective, we can only fight with “astral energy”, because either “innate true qi” or “astral 

energy” can cause damage to “ghosts”, but the strongest point of the “compulsion tribe” or these 

insects and demon beasts is “poison” rather than the actual fight for life, using demon beasts or beasts 

to fight for life is what the “Beast Alliance” does. 

The people around him were amazed at how Ye Lu was able to use so many “evil ghosts”. 

As long as a demon beast has not “transformed”, even a “great demon” does not have spiritual 

intelligence, and without spiritual intelligence, it can be easily serviced, but a “ghost” is different. 

They didn’t know that Ye Lu had only used the “Wine Swallow Boy”, while the other “ghosts” were all 

used by the “Wine Swallow Boy”, the king of all ghosts. 

However, as the fifth-ranked expert in the “Killer Heavenly Ranking”, Miao Zixuan was not the only one 

who could do this. 

“Ow!” 

After a howl, the creature flew up and its body began to expand, turning into a huge demonic beast that 

resembled a dragon. 

Of course, Ye Lu had already seen what this thing was, this thing was called “Poisonous Jiao”, a variant 

of the dragon bloodline, although it only possessed part of the dragon bloodline, the dragon race was an 

extremely terrifying divine beast, so this kind of demonic beast was also an extremely terrifying 

existence among the demonic beasts. 

What was even more terrifying was that this demonic beast was already a “Third Order Ninth Grade”, 

which was the peak of a “Third Order Demonic Beast”. Although it was unable to cross a level to become 

a “Fourth Order Great Demon”, it still possessed the combat power of a “Quasi-Sage”, not to mention 

that this fellow was also a demonic beast that excelled in poison. 

“Oh, ‘Blood Shadow Shura’, right? To be honest, I really admire you, but you are the one who will die in 

the end.” 

Miao Zixuan looked at Ye Luo and said with a smile. 

Ye Luo, on the other hand, smiled lightly and said. 



“Is that so? I don’t think that’s necessarily the case.” 

With those words, he raised his right hand and a blood vial appeared in Ye Lu’s hand. He crushed the vial 

with a bang, cut his arm and pressed his palm to the ground with a wave of his hand. 

The blood inside his body gushed into the ground like a stream, and a small “blood formation” suddenly 

appeared, followed by Ye Lu raising his hand, and a dragon shaped demonic beast appeared in the red 

light. 

“Name: Horned Dragon, Rank: 3rd Order 9th Grade, Source: Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts, 

Description: A type of dragon, possesses dragon bloodline, thick skin and flesh, good at attacking, ……” 

At the same time as this guy appeared, Ye Lu’s right hand once again had blood coalescing, then he 

quickly raised his hand and threw a seal onto the “Horned Dragon”. 

This is another “martial skill” that Ye Lu found in the vast sea of “martial skills”, the name is “Serving 

Spirit Skill”, a martial skill that can serve demonic beasts. 

It was similar to the “Spirit Control Technique” that Ye Lu had used to control the “Wine Swallow Boy”, 

but one was for spirits like “ghosts”, while the other was for demonic beasts. 

Ye Lu felt that the “Beast Alliance” martial art should be in the same vein as this one. 

However, Ye Lu’s cultivation level was too low, and this “Horned Dragon” was not in its weakened stage, 

so it was almost impossible to control it completely, but of course, Ye Lu knew this very well. 

After summoning it and using his “Spirit Serving Technique” to give an attack command, Ye Lu let the 

creature go free. 

However, Ye Lu’s purpose had already been achieved, as the Horned Dragon charged towards Miao 

Zixuan, and of course Miao Zixuan’s Poison Jiao disagreed. 

This recovery would not be too fast, but Ye Lu felt that the battle would give him the time to recover. 

Sure enough, after the Horned Dragon was enraged, it did not need Ye Lu’s help to start a terrifying 

battle with the Poisonous Jiao, while the Wine Swallow Boy led the ghosts and the poisonous insects 

into battle. 

Ye Lu watched Miao Zixuan quietly. 

In fact, Miao Zixuan was also a bit overwhelmed because her main focus was on cultivating the 

poisonous insects and how to drive them, and it was not that easy to cultivate and drive so many 

“Sovereign” level demonic beasts. 

Seeing the strange strength that Ye Luo had just displayed, she was also unsure of herself. 

To be honest, Ye Lu also had no confidence in his heart, every time he had fought before, there was an 

element of trickery, and the only time he didn’t was the physical combat which had nothing to do with 

“Grand Master”. 

Ye Lu knew very well that even though his ninth aura had grown considerably and he possessed “Saint 

Level” martial arts skills, there was still a considerable gap between him and a “Level 9 Grand Master”. 



With his superb martial arts skills and flames, he might be able to fight an “Eighth Level Grandmaster”, 

but he was not sure if he wanted to deal with a “Ninth Level Grandmaster”. 

However, Miao Zixuan’s hesitation gave Ye Lu time to recover his blood energy. 

Then, Miao Zixuan took a deep breath and drew out a scimitar and charged towards Ye Lu, and as she 

did so, she quickly swung her sword, and a sword aura was like a small curved moon slashing towards Ye 

Lu. 

To be honest, this kind of move was not available to Ye Lu, for this kind of fast external attack, even the 

“Rakshasa Ghost Step” was difficult to dodge completely, after all, the number of curved moons was too 

large, but, fortunately, Ye Lu’s “Prajna Hybrid Vajra Body” plus the “Heavenly Rank” armor on his body 

could resist this kind of attack hard. 

After that, Ye Lu took out a bottle of blood and poured it into his mouth. This time, Ye Lu used the blood 

of the “Divine Beast White Tiger”, and a huge white tiger shadow appeared above Ye Lu’s head. 

Although it could only be used once, the “White Tiger Shadow” combined with the “Wind Moving 

Technique” and the “Rakshasa Ghost Step” combined with the fact that Miao Zixuan was charging 

towards Ye Lu, so Ye Lu was caught off guard and struck Miao Zixuan’s body with a swift blow, which 

was his strongest attack, “Burning Heaven’s Wrath”. 

“Boom!” 

This blow hit Miao Zixuan’s chest, and without any surprise the powerful fusion fire energy penetrated 

her protective clothing, and then seriously injured her heart and veins, while Ye Lu was unforgiving and 

quickly slapped Miao Zixuan’s head again, killing her completely on the spot. 

“Miao Zixuan, fifth on the “Killer Heaven List”, died. 

After Miao Zixuan’s death, countless “poisonous insects” scattered and fled, disappearing in a flash. 

Only the “Horned Dragon” was left behind, looking at Ye Lu in confusion, because he felt the aura of the 

dragon bloodline from Ye Lu’s body. 

After killing Miao Zixuan, Ye Lu looked at the remaining people and said. 

“It’s too meaningless to kill them one by one, so you guys come together.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, the crowd frowned as everyone felt that Ye Luo was too arrogant, simply a little 

too arrogant, the three giants hadn’t even made a move yet and he actually said for everyone to come 

together, this clearly didn’t put the three giants in his eyes. 

As a result, the first one to go berserk was the “douchebag killer” called “Joker”. 

The apple he had been holding at the tip of his finger suddenly broke into dozens of pieces and fell to 

the ground. 

As a result, to Ye Lu’s surprise, the “horned dragon” thought for a moment and actually hissed and 

charged towards the “clown”. 

However, something even more surprising happened. 



Above the Joker’s head, a huge goddess figure appeared, with a pair of huge wings and a scepter in her 

hand. 

At the same time as the shadow appeared, the Joker also attacked, and the long blade slashed at the 

Horned Dragon’s body like a train, splashing blood. 
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When they saw this scene, everyone was shocked, except for the Son of Death and the scruffy middle-

aged man who did not say anything. 

The performance of the “Horned Dragon” and the “Poisonous Jiao” was obvious to everyone, but the 

“Joker” had actually injured the “Horned Dragon” with one blow. 

Ye Luo was looking at the details of this goddess figure. 

“The shadow of Nemesis, the Goddess of Vengeance, is one of the basic divine abilities that can be used 

by descendants with the bloodline of the Goddess of Vengeance, after using it, the quality of all parts of 

the body will be enhanced and the power of revenge can be used ……” 

It seems that this “Joker” is also a person with “bloodline power”, and it is the bloodline of the 

“Nemesis” from ancient mythology. 

After that, the “Nemesis’ shadow” was suddenly sucked into the sword held by the “clown”, and then 

the long sword in his hand swung violently. 

“Snort!” 

The huge “Horned Dragon” was actually cut by this slash in its chest, and then the long knife in the 

Joker’s hand issued another “cross” shaped slash, which went straight to the heart of the “Horned 

Dragon”. 

“Punch!” 

The Horned Dragon was killed on the spot by three strikes from the Joker. 

Most of the people were dumbfounded by this scene, especially those guys who were ranked in the top 

ten of the “Killer Heavenly Ranking”, they had once thought of entering the top three of the “Killer 

Heavenly Ranking”, but now it seemed that this was a fool’s errand, it was simply too difficult to surpass 

“Joker”. 

“He killed the dragon so easily!” 

Ishida Koji said with some emotion, fingering the short sword in his hand. 

He asked himself, if he were to face this terrifying demonic beast, which was extremely close to the 

“Saint level”, would he be able to defeat it? 

After asking, he came to the conclusion that. 

“It would be very difficult for him to defeat that ‘Horned Dragon’, and even if he did defeat it, he would 

definitely have to pay a great price himself.” 



He suddenly realised that it was probably necessary for Jefferson to call everyone over, or at least the 

“Big Three”, as both “Blood Shadow Shura” and this “Joker” were too powerful for Ishida Koji’s 

expectations. 

If it wasn’t for the Joker, it looked like no one would be able to stop the Blood Shadow Shura. 

However, the crowd’s thoughts suddenly changed and they were curious about Ye Luo. 

Was it because of those “ghosts”? 

That “Drinking Tuna” and his ghosts were indeed very strong, but it would be a fool’s errand to try to 

counter the “Joker”, not to mention that there were two stronger guys, Uncle Dirt, “Sleeping God of 

Death” and “Son of Death”, who hadn’t yet taken action. 

“Looks like the Joker should be able to finish the fight.” 

One of the assassins said with a sigh. 

“The top three of the ‘Heavenly Ranking’ are really too scary!” 

His words were echoed by everyone, and everyone nodded their heads. 

However, something strange happened immediately afterwards, a red light suddenly lit up on the 

ground where the corpse of the “Horned Dragon” was. 

The red light did not come from one place, but formed a complex formation, and not only did it glow, 

but it was also constantly flowing. 

The crowd was very puzzled, when had there been such a formation in this “Colosseum”? 

The rest of them didn’t know that this was a “weapon pattern” formation that Ye Lu had drawn on the 

ground with his martial art “Shaving” when he was fighting with that “Thorn”. 

Ye Lu had understood one thing long ago, that is, if he really fought against these twenty assassins, even 

if he was strong, even if he had all his cards out, there was absolutely no way he could leave here alive. 

The only chance he had was the “summoning technique”. 

Other than that, if he could summon a “Yellow Dragon” level demonic beast, he might be able to end 

this battle. 

However, he did not dare to provoke the “Yellow Dragon” again, and he did not dare to use a large 

amount of blood to use this technique, because although his qi and blood had recovered, he had not 

fully recovered from the blood loss, so it was most reliable to use the “Blood Formation” and a large 

amount of beast blood to summon, and there was plenty of beast blood now anyway. 

Seeing the blood formation that had been triggered by the dead Horned Dragon, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Good, let’s start with the ‘dragon’ then!” 

With these words, he raised his hand, and a large amount of blood suddenly appeared on the ground 

and merged into the Blood Formation, and the blood aura suddenly became extremely dense. 



When he saw this, the Joker, who was still calm, started to panic. He decided that he couldn’t let Ye Lu 

finish the formation, so he had better kill him first. 

“I’m a killer, not a fighter, there’s no need to wait for him to finish the ritual, let’s kill him before he 

finishes the summoning.” 

With this in mind, the Joker rushed forward and slashed at Ye Lu with his huge blade. 

As he started to move, the scruffy uncle, who was ranked second in the “Killer Ranking” and known as 

the “Sleeping God of Killers”, looked at the “Son of Death” and said with a smile. 

“This time, the douchebag killer doesn’t even want his dignity, he seems to be scared.” 

“The Son of Death didn’t say anything, but quietly looked at Ye Lu’s red light formation, which was so 

bright that it looked spectacular. 

It was night time and there were not many buildings around the Colosseum, so although the noise of the 

battle was not small, it did not attract the people around. 

“What’s wrong with the ‘Colosseum’? Is it on fire?” 

“It doesn’t look like a fire, it feels redder than fire, is it releasing fireworks?” 

“Hell knows, let’s go over and have a look.” 

“Yes!” 

…… 

From all around the Colosseum, people began to gather. 

However, those who were present did not care so much, everyone saw the huge sword aura slashing 

down in the air, the “Blood Shadow Shura” actually did not dodge, but cut his fingers and began to 

summon. 

“Is he desperate?” 

“A death summon?” 

“Is he even more powerful than a dragon?” 

…… 

The crowd muttered in disbelief when they saw this scene. 

However, right after that, a black thing appeared abruptly on Ye Lu’s head. 

“Boom!” 

The terrifying blade maneuver struck Ye Lu’s body without missing a beat, but the “Burning Heavenly 

Furnace” and the “Heavenly Rank” armor “Golden Wisp Armor Cloth” together with Ye Lu’s “Prajna 

Hybrid Vajra Body” blocked the terrifying blow. 

“Snort!” 



A mouthful of blood spurted out from Ye Lu. 

“Shit! Damn, this blood was wasted!” 

Ye Luo looked at the blood he spat out with some regret, but the summoning had already started and 

the first dragon shaped demonic beast had appeared. 

This was a demonic beast that looked like a snake, this demonic beast was called a “chi” and was also a 

demonic beast of the dragon genus, without horns but with four dragon claws and a dragon tail. 

As soon as this creature appeared, someone exclaimed. 

“Saint-level demonic beast!” 

“At this time, the original “Demon Dan” had already receded into a “Golden Dan”, which was different 

from a human’s “Golden Dan”, but was similar in nature, and a demon beast that had achieved the 

“Golden Dan Dao” could “transform”. 

The more powerful the bloodline of a demon beast, the later it will transform. Although this “chi 

dragon” was a “great demon”, it had not transformed, which meant that the concentration of its 

ancestral bloodline was not low. 

Of course, Ye Luo quickly struck the “Spirit Serving Technique”, and the “chi dragon” rushed towards the 

“clown” with a strange cry. 

“Ow!” 

At this time, a second dragon shaped demonic beast also appeared. 

This was a slightly smaller individual with a tiger-like head and a dragon-like body, but it was actually a 

type of “dragon” called a “tiger dragon”. 

But then, a third dragon shaped demonic beast also appeared. 

After summoning the three demonic beasts, Ye Lu looked at the crowd and said coldly. 

“Didn’t you all want to kill me? All of you will die here today.” 
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After saying these words, the Tiger Jiao and the newly summoned Vicious Viper rushed towards the 

Egyptian Black Witch Sage Suzanne and Ishida Koji. 

At the same time, Ye Lu quickly took out the “medium-grade spirit stones” and gave them to the “Wine 

Swallow Boy” and gave an explanation. 

The “Wine Swallow Boy” quickly distributed the spirit stones to the “evil spirits” under him, while Ye Lu 

waved his hand, and this time the blood of the fire-attribute demon beasts poured down, and the 

“Blood Formation” lit up again. 

“It looks like we have no choice but to take action.” 



Uncle Dirt was also shocked by this scene. 

To be honest, there were “summoning techniques” in both the East and the West, such as the Japanese 

ninja’s “psychic technique” and the “demon summoning technique” used by the Western dark 

magicians, but this was the first time they had seen such a quick summoning as Ye Lu’s, and it was 

actually the first time they had summoned a “Saint-level” demon beast. 

Of course, they didn’t know that the “martial skills” and “spells” in Ye Lu’s hands were top-notch. Among 

the “martial skills” in the world, “Earth-rank” was already quite top-notch, and even clans usually only 

had “Heaven-rank” martial skills, while Ye Lu had a large number of “Saint-rank” martial skills and spells 

in his hands. 

“Even the weakest “Fourth Grade One” demon could be comparable to a human “Jindan Second Turn” 

expert. Even if the Joker could kill a “Saint Grade” practitioner, it would definitely not be a match for this 

“chi dragon”. 

Therefore, Uncle Dirt was the first to choose to break through. 

He and the Son of Death could have crossed the threshold of the Saint Class long ago, but they had not 

broken through because of the “Killer Saint Ranking”, and they wanted to settle down as much as 

possible so that they could quickly rise up the “Killer Saint Ranking” after breaking through. 

Now it seems that everything will have to be brought forward. 

The reason is that they and the Joker are actually from the same family. 

A shadow appeared above Uncle Dirt’s head, the God of Sleep, and a shadow appeared above the Son of 

Death’s head, the God of Death, Thanatos. 

“The God of Sleep, the God of Death and the Goddess of Vengeance were all legendarily the children of 

Nyx, the Goddess of Night, so of course Uncle Dirt and the Son of Death could not let the Joker die. 

However, at this moment, everyone noticed that the Joker was also breaking through. 

“Shit!” 

He had originally felt that the demonic beast he had summoned would be able to crush and win, but 

now it looked like there was another change. 

“Damn you! Who’s afraid of who, come on!” 

Ye Lu gritted his teeth, then started the second round of summoning. 

“Brush!” 

A one-legged bird with a long white pointed beak and a blue body with red spots appeared, this bird had 

hair standing up like flames, and it was none other than the legendary god bird Bi Fang. 

Of course, this is only one demonic beast with the bloodline of Bi Fang, and it is still a “Fourth Order, 

First Grade” demonic beast. 



There were two other beasts summoned along with him, a “Fire Phoenix” and a three-legged monster 

bird with the bloodline of the “Three-legged Golden Crow”. 

Bi Fang was the most hot-tempered of them all, and after he appeared, he charged at the clown, but 

before he could get past him, he was blocked by Uncle Dirt’s “Sleeping God of Killers”. 

What surprised Ye Lu was that this Uncle Dirt seemed to be using a mental attack, which was the first 

time Ye Lu had seen such an attack. 

Bi Fang actually seemed to be staggering in front of his opponent as if he was a bit drunk. 

However, fortunately, Bifang’s body was so tough that it did not suffer much damage after being 

attacked by the opponent, and after shaking its head violently, it opened its mouth and spewed out a 

ball of flame, which was like a fire dragon and instantly lit up the entire Colosseum. 

At the eighty exits around the Colosseum, people were pouring in, and when they saw this flaming 

scene, they were all astonished. 

“What is that thing? Is this a movie? The special effects are so realistic!” 

“It doesn’t look like special effects yet, look it’s a dragon, an oriental dragon, I’ve seen it in a picture 

book.” 

“I don’t think it’s a film either, there’s no camera in sight.” 

“Look, what’s that guy in the middle doing, is it black magic?” 

…… 

The blood is so bright that it doesn’t look like any serious magic. 

After that, the “wind attribute” demonic beasts also appeared. 

The leader was a huge white tiger, a descendant of the divine beast White Tiger, called the “White Light 

Tiger”, which means that when its speed rises, it turns into a white light, and it can also use wind-

attributed “magic powers”. 

The one who blocked it was the “Son of Death”, who had now turned as black as a black man, and in 

front of him appeared three huge skeletons, which also appeared to be summoned creatures of the 

dead. 

Even though the summoning technique mainly consumed blood, Ye Lu’s aura was still almost depleted. 

Because after all, it was a “Saint Level” demon that was being summoned, and it was impossible not to 

pay the price. 

Of course, this was also the reason why Ye Lu had to create a guarding formation at the same time. This 

time, Ye Lu had used forty-nine “medium grade spirit stones” to activate this defensive formation. 

“Boom!” 

The attack of the “Son of Death” landed on the defense formation, and a ripple like a ripple immediately 

lit up, but the transparent balloon-like defense shield shook twice but did not break. 



“The defence is really strong!” 

The “Son of Death” muttered as he looked at the defence shield, while Ye Lu sat on the ground and 

frantically ran the spirit stones to replenish the spirit power in his body. 

“Saint level demon beasts” was already the strongest demon beast that Ye Lu could barely control at the 

moment, if he summoned stronger demon beasts, he would undoubtedly be devastated by them. 

In fact, even if it was a “Saint-level Demonic Beast”, Ye Lu could only influence it when he used the 

“Spirit Serving Technique”, but he could not really control it. If a more terrifying thing was summoned, 

he was afraid that he would be in for a treat. 

However, because of various reasons, these three guys did not really kill him in the end. 

When he thought of this, Ye Lu suddenly had a movement in his heart, and he suddenly thought of two 

things and a legend. 

Firstly, he thought of the terrifying “Liege Ghost” that he had seen in the “Ritual King’s Mansion” before. 

That “Liege Ghost” said that he was the descendant of the “Hou Yi Immortal”, and that what he 

misunderstood was the “Sunset Arrow”. 

Secondly, both the Poor Man and the Chiseled Tooth changed their minds after seeing the arrow of the 

Sunset Arrow. 

The last legend is that after Hou Yi shot away the nine suns, Emperor Yao had him kill the six great 

beasts, including Chisel Teeth, Nine Infants, the Great Wind, Pillsbury, Hierophant and Feng Landon. 

“Perhaps this is the only way.” 

Ye Lu muttered as he put the three “Exploding Yuan Pills” into his mouth, it was time for this matter to 

come to an end. 

Likewise, the Sons of Death had the same intention, because there were too many people coming in 

from all the entrances and exits, and they, as killers, did not like being surrounded by people. 

The crowd is now broadcasting the situation live to the entire internet. 

“Who is that guy, how can he be so powerful? Isn’t that killer the ‘human slaughterer’ of the Bloods?” 

“Yes, I know another one, that one is the ‘Joker’ who is number three on the ‘Killer Sky List’ is a 

madman.” 

“Gosh, so many experts, what kind of characters are they besieging!” 

…… 

However, following that, someone recognized Ye Lu’s identity. 

“It’s actually ‘Hundred Victory Shura’! That person is ‘Hundred Victory Shura’, I’ve seen him before.” 

One of the people present suddenly pointed at Ye Luo on the “Colosseum” and said in surprise. 



This guy was one of the group of people who had returned with Jessica, the Holy Maiden of the Jimi 

Spirits Clan, and since a branch of the Gothic Blood Clan was located nearby, he had also come to watch 

the fun. 

He was not the only one, as many people participated in the live broadcast and posted the photos, so 

there were others who recognized Ye Luo’s appearance, especially the seven major organizations of the 

Underworld, they did not only know “Blood Shadow Shura”, they also knew the people on the “Killer Sky 

List”, as many of the people on the “Sky List” were also members of the organization. 

“Shit! That’s a clown, right? Even the top three people on the ‘Heavenly List’ are using them!” 

Black Meditation looked at the screen with some surprise. 

“No, no, how come the ‘Sleeping God of Killers’, the Black Wizard is also there, and the ‘Son of Death’ is 

also there ……” 

Black Hades stood up violently, because he found that all the top experts on the “Killer Heavenly List” 

were actually there. 
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Equally surprised were the people from other organisations. 

“I can’t believe the top twenty people on the ‘Killer Sky List’ are all here. 

“One of the cadres of Bloodthirsty Rose looked at the screen and asked in confusion. 

As a result, a beautiful woman said. 

“I know him, he fought against our ‘Five Golden Flowers’ before, that ‘Blood Shadow Shura’, my god, he 

is actually so powerful, is there any sense in this?” 

One of the “Five Golden Flowers” opened her mouth wide in surprise. 

After all, when she fought against the Five Golden Flowers, Ye Luo could not even defeat the “Master” 

level, but now he could actually fight several terrifying assassins who could even kill the “Saint” level by 

himself. 

You know, the top five in the “Killer Heavenly Ranking” all had records of killing “Saint Level” experts, 

because those who could make it to the “Killer Heavenly Ranking” had a knack for killing, not to mention 

everything else. 

Ye Lu was also surprised at how powerful these people were. 

Especially the “Son of Death”, the three undead creatures summoned could actually block the “Saint 

Level” White Tiger, it was really too formidable. 

At this moment, the “Son of Death” was using another “divine ability”, and Ye Lu saw a terrifying black-

robed death figure with a huge scythe appear above the “Son of Death’s” head. 

As soon as the black-robed God of Death appeared, he swung his huge black scythe and slashed at the 

Defence Formation. 



“Boom!” 

A huge fluctuation appeared on the formation, and Ye Lu saw that all forty-nine spirit stones flickered 

for a moment, obviously this blow had caused a considerable consumption of the “spirit stones”. 

“It’s the God of Death ‘Thanatos’, ‘Thanatos’ has appeared!” 

Many of the spectators did not know who the “Son of Death” was, but they were very familiar with the 

“God of Death” in Greek mythology, and the moment the figure of the “God of Death”, Thanatos, 

appeared, all the spectators boiled over, for it was the first time that they had seen the virtual figure of a 

god or goddess. 

At the same time, as if by tacit agreement, the figure of the “Sleeping God” Hypnos appeared above the 

head of Uncle Dirt, and the figure of Nemesis appeared above the head of the Joker. 

Seeing that the three giants were all using their “killer weapons”, the Egyptian “Black Witch” Susanna 

also began to attack, chanting words under her breath, and then began to draw a formation with blood, 

obviously to summon something. 

Ye Luo understood that this defence shield would not last long. 

He held the “Spirit Stones” in each hand and quickly replenished his spiritual power. The three 

“Exploding Yuan Pills” had already made his battle power soar again, while the “Beast Blood” entered 

the “Blood Formation” again. 

The “Designated Summoning” was to summon a demonic beast or spirit with a certain type of bloodline, 

so only the blood of a certain type of “demonic beast” could be used, so in order for the summoning to 

be successful, the remaining blood had to be replenished with the summoner’s blood. 

Fortunately, the “Blood Tonic Pill” that Ye Luo was using was made from the blood of the “Blood Clan” 

experts. The “Blood Clan” originally lived on blood, and the ingredients for these pills were the blood left 

behind by the dead experts of the “Jimi Spirits Clan” over the generations, which were all precious. 

So, Ye Lu cut his own arm and forced the blood out into the Blood Formation. 

“Come on! Nine Infants!” 

Ye Luo’s first summon was the “Nine Infants”, one of the six ferocious beasts that “Hou Yi” had killed. Ye 

Luo felt that this creature’s ancestor was killed by Hou Yi with the “Sunset Arrow”, so this thing must be 

afraid of the arrow of the “Sunset Arrow” from its bones. 

“Brush!” 

A terrifying demonic beast with nine heads appeared, the shape of this creature was extremely 

exaggerated, a snake god with nine heads, and when it appeared, water, fire, lightning and thunder all 

came out, as if it was a demon god. 

Ye Lu did not know that the “Nine Infants” was actually much more terrifying than the “Chiseled Teeth” 

he had summoned before. This creature was a terrifying beast that was birthed when Pan Gu opened up 

the heavens, when chaos first opened up, when heaven and earth were first divided. 



When he saw the terrifying “Nine Infants” appear, the expression of the “Son of Death” also changed. 

This was because this “Nine Infants” was obviously stronger than all the demonic beasts that had 

appeared before. 

As Ye Luo had thought, as soon as this creature appeared, its nine hideous heads looked at Ye Luo at the 

same time, but when it saw the arrow of the “Sunset Arrow” in Ye Luo’s hand, the look of anger on its 

face immediately turned into panic. 

“Go, kill them.” 

Ye Luo said in a loud voice. 

“Ow!” 

“With a strange cry, the Nine Infants rushed towards the Son of Death, their nine heads coming out in 

unison. 

“The “Son of Death” had a grave expression as he bit his finger and started some kind of secret 

technique. The shadow of Tanatos, the God of Death, immediately grew in size again, followed by a 

huge black scythe swinging to cut down one of the heads of the Nine Infants. 

This blow sent the Son of Death flying, and where the Nine Infants’ head had just fallen, a new head 

began to grow rapidly. 

“Oooh!” 

Seeing this scene, the audience all sucked in a breath of cold air. 

Such a terrifying monster bird was actually an undead body, how was it going to be dealt with? 

However, Ye Lu’s summoning did not stop there, as blood once again entered the “Blood Formation”, 

and this time Ye Lu summoned a giant bird with feathers covering the sky. 

Like the Nine Infants before him, this creature was also a “fourth-ranked, second-ranked” great demon, 

comparable to a “third-ranked sage” among humans. 

Moreover, this thing’s greatest skill is speed. 

After summoning the Great Wind, Ye Lu fell to his knees with a thud, as he had really lost too much 

blood. 

When the demonic beast “Gale” came out, the first to suffer was Koji Ishida, who was the first to be 

bitten by “Gale” and eaten into his mouth. The sound of blood splattered in the air. 

He was the tenth on the “Killer’s List”, and Koji Ishida was dead. 

Then there was a tall, thin guy next to Koji Ishida, then a fat guy, then a woman with a patterned face 

…… 

Death of Nitroth, number 13 on the “Hitman’s List”. 

Nineteenth on the “Hitman’s List”, Tork is dead. 



“Eighth on the Slayer’s List, death of the ‘Sacred Maiden of the Takuru’. 

…… 

In the blink of an eye, all of the once popular “Heavenly List Killers” had fallen. 

Suzanne, who had just summoned the Egyptian god of death, Anubis, with a wolf’s head and body, saw 

this scene and quickly chose to escape, but it was too late. 

“The Gale was too fast. 

“Ka-ching!” With a bite, half of Susanna’s body was snapped off. 

Sixth on the “Slayer’s List”, Susanna was dead. 

With the appearance of the two terrifying demonic beasts, the entire battlefield was instantly turned 

around, and in the blink of an eye, all five of the “Heavenly Ranking of Killers” experts fell. 

The number of onlookers who came from the surrounding area was already in the thousands, and 

everyone looked at the scene in amazement. 

“What’s that thing with nine heads? It’s terrifying.” 

“Is it the Japanese Yaki Orochi?” 

“No way, isn’t the Yaki Orochi eight heads, this guy has one more!” 

“The scariest thing is that giant white bird, right? Eating people without batting an eye? It’s crazy.” 

…… 

Not only the people present, but also all the viewers who watched the battle remotely were stunned, 

and the most shocked was the “Underworld”, so many killers of the “Killer Heavenly List” died in one 

night, there has never been such a thing. 

However, immediately afterwards, everyone saw that the “Son of Death”, the number one assassin on 

the “Hitman’s List”, was bitten by the four heads of the “Nine Infants” and then violently torn apart. 

The No. 1 on the “Killer Ranking”, the “Son of Death”, died. 

The “Nine Infants”, who had torn apart the “Son of Death”, let out a roar that resounded through the 

clouds, and then rushed towards the “Sleeping God of Killers”, Uncle Dirt. 

Seeing this scene, Tu Chen looked at the screen and said with some emotion. 

“From tonight onwards, the name ‘Blood Shadow Shura’ will be famous all over the world!” 

However, at this moment, he did not know that there was something even more surprising for him next. 
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After the death of the “Son of Death”, the “Nine Infants” and the “Great Wind” entered the realm of no 

one, and in an instant, the “Sleeping God” was dead, and so was the “Joker”, leaving the fourth ranked 

“Human Slaughterer” Jefferson as the only one left in the top 20 of the “Killer Heavenly List”. 

He felt that for some reason these terrifying demonic beasts were afraid of this “Jefferson” and did not 

dare to attack him. 

However, after everyone had been killed, the fierce “Nine Infants” still made its move. 

It roared and rushed towards Jefferson. 

Looking at the Nine Infants, Jefferson smiled coldly and a blood-red axe with a terrifying aura suddenly 

appeared in his hand. 

“Name: Torture Axe, Grade: Earth Grade Upper Grade Magical Treasure, Source: Haotian Continent, 

Description: one of the Thirteen Sacred Weapons of the Blood Race, only effective against ‘Blood Race’, 

feels the level and purity of the bloodline of the Blood Race, allows the user to exert several times, 

dozens of times more combat power, side effect is bleeding out until death ……” 

This was the introduction of this red giant axe that Ye Luo saw. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu understood that this “human slaughterer” Jefferson was the real card of this 

assassination, these demonic beasts were afraid of the terrifying “torture axe” in his hand, and I am 

afraid only he knew what was going on when Liu Mei was tied up just now. 

Following this, Jefferson swung the “Torture Axe” in his hand and delivered a terrifying blow. 

The huge blood-red axe appeared in the air as if it were a real axe, and struck the body of the “Nine 

Infants”. 

In fact, for cultivators who have not entered the “Golden Dan” realm, they should not be able to use 

“magic treasures” but only “magic weapons”, but there are some exceptions, such as bloodline “magic 

treasures”, which can be understood as special “magic treasures”, so as long as they have the 

corresponding bloodline, they can use them. 

However, as his cultivation level was not high enough, Jefferson was a bit reluctant to use it. 

This blow cut off more than half of the Nine Infants’ heads, and the aftermath of the attack struck the 

bleachers, destroying one side of them, but Jefferson’s face and hands also turned bloody, so it was 

clear that he had paid a small price. 

“Drink!” 

However, following this he unleashed a second strike. 

This blow was not as terrifying as the one he had just dealt, but it was enough to cut off the rest of the 

Nine Infants’ heads, killing the terrifying demon beast. 

“Ow!” 

Seeing this scene, the demonic beast “Big Wind” swung its huge wings, bringing up a tornado, and then 

the beast “whooped!” The beast rose into the sky and fled. 



“Ugh!” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu showed a dumbfounded expression, he had just thought that this “Big Wind” 

was going to be furious. 

The other demonic beasts, the White Tiger, the Chi Dragon, the Bi Fang and their followers also made a 

wise choice when they saw this scene, they fled in all directions and soon jumped out of the Colosseum. 

“Alright, you guys are tough!” 

Ye Lu sat in the defence shield and muttered sullenly, looking at the current situation, if “Big Wind” 

brought those demonic beasts together, that “Human Slaughter” Jefferson would probably not be able 

to hold out. 

Ye Lu knew very well that in front of that fearsome axe, neither the “Wine Barrel Boy” nor the “Ghost 

Bat” would be enough for him. 

The “Wine Barrel Boy” was a “Level 7 Master”, but he couldn’t even defeat his current self, so it was 

useless. 

Seeing that all the demonic beasts had fled, Jefferson was relieved to see that such a terrible attack 

could not have been launched at once without cost. 

“Gotta make this quick!” 

With this in mind, Jefferson jumped up from the bleachers and slashed down with his axe in the air 

towards the defence shield. 

“Boom!” 

The terrifying strike directly split the aura’s defence shield into shattered points of light. 

“I didn’t expect it, you actually made me use all of my clan’s ‘holy weapons’, ‘Blood Shadow’ you’ve died 

a famous death this time.” 

Jefferson said with some emotion as he looked at Ye Lu. 

He was right in saying that Ye Lu had killed 19 of the top 20 experts on the “Killer Heavenly Ranking” in 

one go, and this was a battle that would have shocked the world. 

“The Prince said you were a curse, and he seems to be right, you are definitely a monster. 

With these words, Jefferson swung his “Torture Axe”, and the blood-coloured light blade slashed down 

towards Ye Lu. 

Everyone felt that Ye Lu was really finished this time. 

“What a pity! You have stunned the world, but you have lost to fate!” 

The leader of the Bloodthirsty Rose, who was watching the live broadcast, said with some emotion when 

he saw this scene. 



Tu Chen and the others were not so poetic, as he and Black Hei and the others were banging on the 

table feeling sorry for Ye Lu, a failure to achieve anything! 

Of course, because it happened so soon, and this is Europe, the story did not spread that fast among the 

public, so Ye Lu’s friends, including the four ancient martial arts families, do not know about it yet, and 

of course, even if they did, they could not link Ye Lu with the “Blood Shadow Cultivation” now. 

The only people who knew about it were Jin Kun and Qin Shiyu. 

“Looks like it’s over!” 

Those in the Colosseum sighed when they saw this scene. The battle just now was truly amazing, but it 

looked like Ye Lu no longer had any ability to fight back. 

Even if he summoned a demonic beast like the Nine Infants, he wouldn’t be able to stop Jefferson. 

What’s more, there was no time to do so, even if Ye Lu used a high level “summoning technique”, it 

would still take a little time to do so. 

The huge axe blade of light had already reached Ye Lu’s body in an instant, but to everyone’s surprise, a 

purple shield suddenly appeared in front of Ye Lu’s body when the blade of light was about to fall on 

him. 

It was the “Flame Shield”. 

Originally, Ye Lv had saved these purple flames in preparation for his final strike, which he had been 

storing up for these two gloves since the battle at the “Clear Sky Tower”. 

“Boom!” 

The blow slashed Ye Lu and the shield together into the stone of the ground, just like Ye Lu was 

embedded in the stone of the ground. 

“Snort!” 

Even though there wasn’t much blood left in Ye Lu’s body, he was still spitting blood from this blow. 

The blow was so heavy that if it wasn’t for the “Flame Shield” that helped Ye Lu block the fatal blow, a 

bunch of guys of his level would have died as well. 

However, it was all he could do to avoid the blow, as all his stored flames had been completely used up. 

Now the flames were gone, the blood was almost gone, and he was out of ammunition and at the end of 

his rope. 

The blood man Jefferson raised the axe in his hand again, and everyone understood that this time Ye Lu 

was definitely dead, and no one or anything could save him. 

“It’s over!” 

Everyone sighed. 



However, just when everyone thought that Ye Lu was dead again, something unexpected happened, 

because that “human slaughterer” Jefferson actually held up the “torture axe” for half a day, but did not 

do anything. 

“Why didn’t he chop it?” 

“That’s right, let’s kill him with an axe!” 

“Hey! Don’t pose! Do it!” 

…… 

The people present were all locals, so they knew a lot about the Bloods and took them as their own, or 

at least as being from the same region as themselves, while Ye Lu was obviously an outsider, as was 

clear from the dragon he summoned. 

Yet, Jefferson never made a move. 

“Shit! This bastard is already dead.” 

It was only then that Ye Lu saw that this “human slaughterer” Jefferson had actually died just like that, 

probably because the “torture axe” had done too much damage to his body, so it had drained all the 

blood from his body. 

This was a terrifying increase in combat power, and it must have come at a price. 

“It’s finally over, it’s killing me!” 

Ye Luo also finally breathed a sigh of relief, this battle was really dangerous, nine deaths, it was easy to 

kill those three terrifying guys, but who would have thought that there was another “human slaughter”, 

an even more terrifying backhand, fortunately, it seems that this guy had not used the “torture axe” 

before, that’s why there was such a mistake. 

As he thought, Ye Lu climbed up. 

However, at this moment, from the crowd of spectators in the distance, several black shadows dashed 

towards him. 

“Holy f*ck!” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Luo couldn’t help but burst out a foul mouth! 
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“There really is a backhand!” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Luo could not help but feel, this person is really determined to let himself die, 

actually there is a backhand waiting for him. 

In fact, Ye Lu had misjudged this point, this was not a backhand that had been arranged in advance, but 

someone who had come temporarily. Because of the live broadcast just now, the “blood” people who 

were following the development of the disorder here had of course seen it, so they had temporarily sent 

the good bloods around here. 



However, there was no one as powerful as the Prince around, and the Prince was not fit for such an 

occasion. 

“Although Jefferson was a member of the Blood Clan, he did not represent the Blood Clan, so there was 

no problem for Jefferson to appear, but if the Prince appeared, it might give the Lord of the 

Underground a reason to appear. 

Of course, the more immediate reason is that at the moment the Princes are busy with something they 

feel is more important, so no one wants to get involved in this matter, but it won’t be long before they 

regret their choice. 

“It’s really a case of gaining ground!” 

Ye Lu was really confused, if the people who came were weaker, it was fine, the “Wine Swallow Boy” 

and the “Ghost Bat” should be able to deal with them, but this was the territory of the “Blood Race”, as 

long as the other party sent some “Dukes” of the Blood Race, he should be in trouble. 

And Ye Luo saw that the people who came were really at the level of “Dukes”. 

“But I’m afraid you’re going to be disappointed, I’m going to fly away!” 

As long as it wasn’t one of those “Saints” who could fly, his escape was still reliable after all. 

This was also his last resort, and he wore the not-quite-perfect flying armour all the time. 

However, when he was ready to fly away, he was depressed to find that he couldn’t fly. 

“It should be that the ‘Pattern of Laws’ has been destroyed.” 

Ye Lu muttered darkly. 

There were probably two types of situations where one could not fly, one was that one’s aura was 

depleted and could not support one’s flight, and the second was that the “weapon pattern” for flight 

had been destroyed, and then one could not fly either. 

Ye Lu had been saving his spiritual energy for this back-up, so he felt that he must have enough spiritual 

energy, and that was if the armour had been destroyed. 

Because flying required the energy of heaven and earth, and also the formation of wind pressure, so the 

flying armour had to be worn on the outside, which was probably caused by the blow from the “clown” 

just now. 

Ye Lu had fought against the Joker’s blade, and now he thought that the blade should not be any 

ordinary thing, but it was understandable when he thought about it, because the Joker was the third 

expert in the “Killer Heaven List”, and he also had the bloodline of “Nemesis”, so he should be related to 

some big figures in Europe. 

“Damn it, what’s going to happen now?” 

This time Ye Lu was really confused, his planned backhand was suddenly gone, and the other party’s 

backhand had already arrived, which was a bit dumb. 



“This time it’s really dead!” 

Without the need for others to say so, Ye Lu first muttered to himself. 

Because in his opinion, including himself, there was no one who could save him. 

The Blood Dukes who rushed over also thought the same thing, and were already sure of victory. 

However, at this moment, the wind suddenly picked up and a huge figure descended from the sky, 

bringing with it a gust of wind that blew all those who were rushing forward backwards. 

“Shit! Help is coming.” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly, then quickly grabbed the “Torture Axe” and quickly turned around. 

Sure enough, it was the giant bird demonic beast “Big Wind” that had come. 

“Come up!” 

The giant bird actually looked at Ye Lu and spat out human words, which took Ye Lu by surprise, 

however, he no longer had time to hesitate and dwell on these things, he quickly jumped onto the back 

of “Big Wind”, and then, the demonic beast “Big Wind” took off with its wings. 

All these people were really dumbfounded, because no one could deal with a “Saint Level” flying demon 

beast, the advantage of “Big Wind” in the air was too obvious. 

“That demonic beast actually went and came back, it’s really too cunning!” 

Someone said with emotion. 

Following this, everyone else lamented as well, as no one expected the Great Wind to come back. 

To be honest, this was also very unexpected from Ye Lu. 

“Big Wind, why did you save me?” 

Riding on the back of the demonic beast “Big Wind”, Ye Luo also asked with some confusion. 

“The reason for saving you, of course it’s because I see that you are handsome, I like handsome men the 

most.” 

Hearing “Big Wind’s” words, Ye Luo blurted out. 

“You’re a female?” 

As a result, “Big Wind” was not willing to do so, and it said in an unpleasant tone. 

“Talking like that to girls will get you no girlfriend, you know? You’re just a loser who can’t please 

women, am I right?” 

Hearing “Big Wind’s” words, Ye Lu was a bit depressed, he quickly said. 

“What are you talking about? There are many women who like me.” 

“Big Wind” said with disdain. 



“Cut! You’re lying to me again, so why are you still a little virgin?” 

Ye Lu said glumly. 

“Shit! You know all this?” 

“Gale had already flown a long way out, so he wasn’t flapping his wings and was gliding, saying as he 

flew. 

“I can’t tell if a person is ‘mating’ or not by their scent.” 

For his part, Leaffall said with a relieved look at the Roman downtown area beneath his feet. 

“Okay, your nose is good, but tell me the truth, why did you save me, and why are you able to talk?” 

“Only then did Gale say. 

“I can talk because I am a ‘great demon’ in ‘form’, and right now I am in my ‘demon body’, if I change 

into human form, you will know I’m a big beauty.” 

“However, the reason why I will save you is because of that arrow in your hand, my ancestor’s heritage 

tells me that our ‘Great Wind’ clan owes a favour to the ‘Hou Yi Superior Immortal’, so if we meet and 

So if we meet someone who is related to the ‘Hou Yi Immortal’, we should try to help.” 

Hearing the words of “Big Wind”, Ye Lu was a bit confused, and he asked in confusion. 

“Wasn’t it Hou Yi who shot and killed your ancestor, ‘Big Wind’?” 

“Big Wind” said. 

“I think so, it is said that he was ‘shot and killed at the Qingqiu River’, I am not very clear about the exact 

circumstances, but in any case, this is what the inheritance tells us.” 

Seeing that even “Big Wind” did not know, Ye Lu could only sigh and say. 

“Alright, thanks a lot, I’m already in the ‘weak stage’ now, let’s find a safe place to rest for a while.” 

“Big Wind” agreed. 

“Okay!” 

With that, he drew an arc in the air and flew towards the “Apennine Mountains”, the largest mountain 

range in Italy. 

When Ye Lu and “Big Wind” left to make adjustments, the cultivators of the entire underground world, 

and even the entire secular world, were already in a frenzy. 

“The “Killer List” was divided into the “Earth List”, the “Heavenly List” and the “Saint List”, because the 

killers on the “Saint List” were all “Saints” so it was very difficult for people to see them, and very few 

people knew about them. 

Therefore, the most discussed is the “Heavenly Ranking”, which is in the middle of the list, and is also 

the most well-known. 



This time, the top 20 on the “Heavenly Ranking” had all died overnight, which was unbelievable. 

“What the hell is a ‘Blood Shadow Shura’? Did he eat the ‘Immortal Pill’ and immediately become an 

immortal? This is too terrifying.” 

The commotion that Ye Luo had created could be described as “terrifying”. 

“Death’s Shadow headquarters. 

“The leader of the Shadow of Death, the mysterious figure known as the Shadow, gave an order for the 

first time. 

“At any cost, by all means, we must bring ‘Blood Shadow Shura’ to the Shadow of Death, we are the only 

organisation that knows his details, we must make use of this. ” 

This order was quickly transmitted from the upper cadres all the way down to the lowest level. 

The other major organisations, with the exception of the mysterious Judgement of the Underworld, 

were all looking into the matter of the Yum Yum Shura. 

The headquarters of the Dark Pharaohs in Egypt. 

“Did Susanna really die at the hands of Shura?” 

Someone said in disbelief. 

“Susanna was a very talented “Holy Maiden” of the Egyptian “Dark Pharaohs”, and it was a kind of 

training for her to become an assassin, but who would have thought that she would have fallen. 

“Yes, I’m afraid that ‘Shura’ will soon be at the top of the ‘secular world’.” 
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Everyone was shocked and puzzled by the strong rise of “Shura”, because this man had risen so 

suddenly. 

It was as if he was a cub one day, but suddenly became a terrifying beast the next. 

What everyone could not accept was not that Shura was powerful, but that Shura was too powerful too 

quickly. 

The Seven Organizations of the Underworld, the Dark Kingdom and the Source of Evil, which are similar 

to the Underworld, were also talking about the name “Shura the Blood Shadow”. 

At this moment, Ye Luo was communicating with one of the leaders of the “ghost bats”, who were very 

intelligent. 

What was funny to Ye Lu was that they had learnt this sign language by kidnapping a teacher from a 

school for the deaf and mute, but of course the teacher was kindly sent away and the “ghost bats” gave 

him a pile of “gold, silver and jewellery” and other things that everyone thought were valuable. 



However, unfortunately, the “ghost bats” got the stuff through complicated channels, many of which 

were not legal channels, so the teacher of the deaf school is currently in jail. 

At this moment, the leader of the “ghost bats” was gesturing with Ye Lu. 

In fact, before Ye Luo went to the Colosseum, he had already released the Ghost Bats first, and he 

thought it was the most appropriate way to let the Ghost Bats go there first to see what was going on. 

Those guys didn’t know that Ye Lu had a Ghost Bat in his hand, so before he appeared, he let the Ghost 

Bat check out the situation first and improvise a way to rescue Liu Mei in advance, so that it might work 

without anyone knowing. 

“It’s done!” 

When he saw the gesture from the Ghost Bat, Ye Lu smiled. 

I didn’t expect that these guys were really powerful, while he was fighting for his life, these “ghost bats” 

actually saved Liu Mei. 

However, the leader of the “ghost bats” continued to gesture. 

When Ye Lu saw it continue to gesture, his brow furrowed. 

“What, the one you saved was not Liu Mei, then who did you save?” 

This time Ye Lu was really a bit confused, he trusted his eyesight very much, at least in looking at Liu Mei 

this he felt that he would never lose his eyesight. 

“What? The one you rescued is a ‘doll’.” 

Seeing the “Ghost Bat” leader’s continued gestures Ye Lu was getting more and more confused. 

“Well, did you bring the doll here?” 

As a result, the ghost bat said that it would be here in a moment. 

At this time, “Big Wind”, who had been standing next to him, spoke up. 

“What’s this thing you’ve got? It’s too ugly and has an eerie aura. To be honest, I have serious doubts 

about your aesthetics and taste.” 

Hearing Gale’s words, the leader of the “ghost bats” immediately turned his head and glared at him. 

“Gale, on the other hand, gave it an indifferent blank look. 

Naturally, Ye Lu had to favour his own people, so he looked at “Big Wind” and changed the subject. 

“Big Wind, should I call you sister, or aunt, or old aunt, or something, I guess you’re not too young, can 

you show your form, so that we can talk more easily, talking to a bird, I really feel very awkward.” 

As a result, the “big wind” said discontentedly. 

“As for revealing your form, I think it’s not very convenient now, so I won’t reveal my form.” 

Ye Lu then said indifferently. 



“What’s so inconvenient about it, there’s no one else here, are you so ugly that you don’t dare to meet 

people?” 

As a result, his words pissed off “Big Wind” and she stood there and said. 

“How dare you say it’s ugly, I’m a recognized beauty, you want to see it, right, then fine, let’s see it, it’s 

cheaper for you guy.” 

At the same time, the mouthful of water he was drinking also “poof!” At the same time, the mouthful of 

water he was drinking spurted out. 

He finally figured out why this “big wind” said it was inconvenient, it turned out that she was not 

wearing any clothes, just standing there quietly without a single inch. 

Big eyes, high nose, simply a perfect beauty, no, there is an advantage over the perfect beauty, that is, 

the skin is really white and white, especially the breasts and white and round …… 

Seeing Ye Lu somewhat dumbfounded look, the woman then smiled and said. 

“What, fancy sister?” 

Ye Luo hurriedly collected himself and said. 

“Shit! Saying gross, I’m a decent guy ……” 

As a result, before Ye Lu could finish his sentence, “Big Wind” said with a smile as he touched his 

fullness. 

“Don’t be a hero, if you say you like me, I’ll help you end your virginity, what do you think?” 

The “big breeze” hand that was constantly moving said without thinking. 

“Good, quite good ……” 

As a result, “Big Wind” turned back into a giant bird and said with a smile. 

“Dream on, little sister I’m still a yellow girl.” 

When she finished speaking, Ye Lu skimmed her lips and said. 

“Che! Who cares, by the way, can you tell me about the situation in the ‘Ten Thousand Beasts Secret 

Realm’?” 

Ye Luo had heard about the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ more than once before, and the 

demonic beasts he summoned basically came from the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’, so Ye 

Luo was very interested in the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’. 

Hearing Ye Luo’s question, “Big Wind” said in a serious manner. 

“How can I put it, the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ is unfathomable, the ‘Great Demons’ are 

only the most marginal demonic beasts there, and how big the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’ 

really is, I don’t even know. How big it is, I don’t even know, because in the depths of the ‘Ten Thousand 



Beasts Secret Realm’ there is an extremely terrifying existence that may well destroy the heavens and 

the earth.” 

“Moreover, there is more than one entrance and exit of the ‘Secret Realm of Ten Thousand Beasts’.” 

Hearing what “Big Wind” said about “destroying the heavens and destroying the earth”, Ye Lu said with 

some disbelief. 

“Don’t exaggerate so much! Is it really that scary?” 

As a result, “Big Wind” said. 

“No, maybe it’s even more terrifying than I said, so I have to thank you for summoning me out of there, 

because there’s no way for me to come out normally except for your kind of summoning technique. a 

way to come out.” 

“Also, what I’m saying is that I feel that your understanding might be a bit wrong, do you think that since 

all the ‘secret realms’ are on Earth, therefore, Earth is the biggest?” 

Ye Lu nodded and said. 

“Isn’t it?” 

“Big Wind” shook his head and said. 

“No, in fact, the Earth is just a connection point, there are many mysterious realms bigger than the 

Earth, and the most terrifying mysterious realms are those that are not opened, no one can know what 

will be there.” 

Hearing her words, Ye Luo then nodded. 

He believed this, because the unknown was always the most frightening, and Ye Lu had learned this 

from his own encounter. 

Most people would never have seen the Bloods in their lives. 

The “doll” that the leader of the “ghost bats” had mentioned had not yet been delivered, and Ye Luo 

was in a period of weakness, so Ye Luo was bored and studied the pendant around his neck, the “One 

Leaf Bodhi”. 

The only plant in the spiritual field of the “One Leaf Bodhi” seemed to be close to maturity, as the 

pendant had started to fluctuate differently, and the only plant had grown quite long, much like a long 

snake with thorns. 

Ye Luo felt that only such a single plant had been planted in such a large spiritual field, so he thought 

that this plant must be very unusual. 

After another while, the “ghost bats” finally flew over with a human-shaped doll in their mouths. 

The doll was quite beautiful, very much like the Barbie dolls we often see, with golden hair, big eyes, lips 

and nose, all the details were lifelike. 



However, when the “ghost bats” said that this was what they had saved, Ye Lu was still a bit confused, 

so he quickly began to check the details of this doll. 

As a result, Ye Lu found that this “magic treasure” was really unbelievable. 
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It turned out that this doll was actually one of the “Thirteen Sacred Weapons” of the Blood Race, and 

was also a “magic treasure”, named “Magic Doll”. 

“Name: Magic Doll, Grade: Earth Grade Medium Grade Magic Treasure, Origin: Haotian Continent, 

Description: Originally a young girl of the Blood Race, she lost her consciousness for some reason and 

was made into a magic doll, which can take the blood of anyone and become that person’s appearance, 

cultivation and bloodline aura and all other external characteristics, however, she cannot possess the 

person’s memories and abilities, she can act according to her master’s will, she has the same intelligence 

as her master and controls only the Blood Race ……” 

There is a lot of information about this “magic doll”, but the core of it is that this thing can become 

anyone by drawing blood, but only people with the “blood” bloodline can control this thing. 

Previously, it must have been the “blood” people who made it drink Liu Mei’s blood, then turned into 

Liu Mei’s appearance and used this fake Liu Mei to deceive themselves. 

“Hey, hey! Thanks to you, I’ve come up with a good idea.” 

Ye Lu looked at this beautiful “magic puppet” and laughed heatedly. 

Originally, he was not sure about saving Liu Mei, but now he suddenly had some confidence because he 

had come up with a brilliant idea. 

“But for this plan, I have to get the bloodline once, so why don’t I try the effect of this ‘magic puppet’ for 

now?” 

According to the introduction of “Bloodline Ability”, Ye Lu’s blank bloodline body could inherit the 

power of any bloodline, but only one could be used at a time, and it had to be cultivated from scratch, 

just like the “Original Spirit Beast”, so once he wanted to use a new bloodline, all the previous 

cultivation would be wasted. 

So, Ye Lu had never passed on any bloodline before, but it seemed that the time had come to pass on a 

bloodline this time. 

Moreover, in addition to that, there was a “spell” to be found, that is, a “spell” that could simulate 

cultivation. 

So, Ye Lu took advantage of his weakness to start searching in the “glasses”. Luckily, the “martial arts 

ability” could also be searched by keywords, so it didn’t take him too long to find a “spell” called “Art of 

Concealing Heaven”, which allowed a cultivator to simulate the cultivation realm of a major level higher 

and a major level lower. 

However, it was a pity that Ye Lu was not able to cultivate this martial art as he was currently in his 

weakened stage. 



“Then let’s try to inherit the bloodline first.” 

Ye Lu secretly muttered, but before that, he had to get Jessica, the Holy Maiden of the Blood Clan, to 

come over, there were still many things he needed her help with. 

So, after thinking about it, Ye Lu discussed with “Big Wind” and asked her to help him pick her up. 

As a result, “Big Wind” sat down and said. 

“Let me pick up someone, what benefit can you give me? I’m a girl who has nothing to gain.” 

Seeing “Big Wind’s” appearance, Ye Luo was both angry and amused, this goods seems to have some 

kind of rogue qualities, it seems that he will have to blackmail himself in the future. 

So, he thought about it, and then took out some “Demon Breeding Pills” and said. 

“Take a look at this.” 

“Gale looked down and found that this elixir did have a strong fragrance and seemed to be able to 

increase the cultivation of demon beasts, but the fragrance was still fragrant, but unfortunately the 

ingredients in it were too little to increase cultivation. 

So, it said disdainfully. 

“This stuff is not even enough to stuff your teeth, so giving it to me won’t be of much use.” 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“That’s because I don’t have a higher grade ‘demon pellet’, so this is a ‘demon breeding pellet’ for 

‘second-rank’ demon beasts, but as long as there’s ‘fourth-rank’ any demon pills, I can make pills that 

can be given to your fourth-rank demon beasts, and you should be clear about that, you demon beasts 

cannot directly swallow the ‘demon pills’ of other demon beasts to raise your cultivation, unless they 

are homologous ‘demon pills’, with me, you can use any kind of ‘demon pills’, and it’s quite efficient.” 

This time, “Big Wind” was really moved. 

The cultivation of demon beasts could only rely on themselves and various rare plants and the like, so 

the cultivation process was usually very long, and of course, most demon beasts also had a very long life 

span, so this kind of thing that could make rapid progress in a short period of time was extremely 

tempting to them. 

“Is everything you said true?” 

It looked at Ye Luo and asked. 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“I’m not asking for death if I lie to you, think about it, isn’t that the truth?” 

“Big Wind” thought about it then nodded and said. 

“Good, then you’ll be my boss from now on, I’ll call you boss, you can call me little sister, girl I’ll follow 

you, tell me, where is the person you’re looking for?” 



This “Big Wind” was a “Second Grade Great Demon”, so it didn’t think Ye Lu would fool him. 

Ye Lu quickly showed the place where Jessica was kept and Jessica’s photo to “Big Wind”, and then, “Big 

Wind” “brushed! And then, “Big Wind” disappeared into the sky. 

“Yeah!” 

Ye Lu snapped his fingers and said with a smile. 

“It feels so good to have a little brother, no, a little sister!” 

He was indeed “happy”, but the Bloods were not happy at all. 

At the moment, at the headquarters of the Gothic Bloods, Prince Saguna was frowning, and in front of 

him were six of the Bloods’ Dukes sitting around a conference table. 

“This operation has been so unexpected.” 

Prince Shaguna touched his lips before continuing with a somewhat big head. 

“Not only did we lose the ‘Human Slaughterer’ Jefferson, we also lost the ‘Magic Puppet’ and the 

‘Torture Axe’ from the ‘Thirteen Sacred Weapons ‘, although these ‘Sacred Weapons’ can only be used 

by those of the ‘Blood Clan’, but, together with the ‘Mirage Mirror’ from before this is too great a loss. ” 

In fact, not all of the Thirteen Sacred Weapons of the Blood Tribe were in the hands of these Blood Tribe 

people, especially the Fierce Key and the Corpse Hand, which they had never seen before. 

At this point, one of the Blood Dukes said with emotion. 

“Yes, but no one expected him to be this powerful, even the ‘God’s Descendants’ trio was killed by him, 

and he also killed other top 20 experts on the ‘Killer Ranking’. ” 

Hearing his words everyone began to nod their heads, as it was indeed too unexpected. 

Another duke then said. 

“Do you think the ‘Three Great Gods’ will make a move because of this?” 

By “Three Great Gods”, he was referring to the “Greek Gods”, “Roman Gods” and “Nordic Gods”, which 

actually represented three cultivation systems, and the three Heavenly Ranking giants killed by Ye Lu 

were all from the “Greek Gods”. 

Hearing his words, Shaguna shook her head and said. 

“I don’t think so, the ‘East’ has always been a ‘mysterious land’, and there are legends of many masters 

there, such as the ‘Kunlun’, ‘Daoist’, ‘Daoist’ and ‘Daoist’. ‘Taoism’ and the ‘Dragon Clan’ …… In short, if 

the ‘Eastern’ ‘ Clan Realm’ doesn’t make any mess, the ‘God Clan’ shouldn’t make a move.” 

“When the ‘divine race’ strikes, it will be the day of ‘world chaos’.” 

In fact, at this moment, Prince Shaguna did not know that there were already dark currents in the “clan 

world”. 

Then, a Duke looked at Prince Shaguna and asked. 



“So what do we do next, Prince?” 

As a result, Prince Shaguna said. 

“Next, we don’t need to do anything for the time being, our thirteen clan acting chiefs have already 

gathered, let’s wait until the ‘Night of the New Moon’ passes tomorrow night, that ‘Shura’ will not be 

able to cause any more trouble even if he is powerful, yes By the way, this matter must not be spread 

out.” 

In Shaguna’s opinion, even if Ye Luo was unbelievable, he could not make trouble in front of so many 

acting clan leaders. 

However, what he didn’t know was that at the moment, Ye Lu was planning to stir up trouble at the 

“Night of the Moon”. 

Jessica had been picked up by Gale and was now standing in front of Ye Lu with trepidation because of 

the pressure Gale was putting on her. 

“Jessica, tell me, who is the weakest of the 13 clan leaders at the moment.” 

As a result, Jessica said without thinking. 

“It’s our acting clan chief, he’s the weakest one, our ‘Jimi Spirits Clan’ is also the weakest one among the 

thirteen clans, there are only two Princes and one of them has disappeared for many years.” 

When he heard Jessica’s words, Ye Lu nodded, he also understood why the last time he went to the 

clan’s land, only the Duke was there, and then Ye Lu looked at Jessica and said. 

“Good, find a way to contact your Acting Clan Chief, I have something to discuss with her.” 

In Ye Luo’s mind, a plan had already taken shape. 
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His plan was that, since the “Magic Puppet” could transform into any person by sucking blood, and the 

day after tomorrow’s Lunar Gathering was full of kings and close friends of various clans, he could kill 

the Acting Chief of the Jimi Spirits Clan and take his form, while he would use his bloodline to pose as a 

close friend of the King. 

In this way, he would be able to infiltrate the party and find a way to rescue Liu Mei. 

Of course, she had to change her appearance with make-up, but unfortunately, she hadn’t been able to 

learn her disguise and make-up skills from Lin Ru Yue. 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, Jessica thought for a moment and said. 

“Trying to find the acting clan chief might still be a bit of a problem, you tore down our clan land and 

took me away, I contacted him, he will definitely be alert, most won’t tell me the truth, maybe even 

make some kind of trap or something.” 

For his part, Leaffall smiled and said. 



“No need for you to really say something, just have a way to reach him, just have some kind of contact 

information of his that you are sure you can reach, a mobile phone number, MSN ah or ICQ or whatever, 

I will find a way to find him.” 

The glasses’ auxiliary ability was not a cover, as long as there was any trace, Ye Lu had a way to locate a 

person, unless he was hiding in some secret realm. 

As it turned out, luck was on his side this time, the acting patriarch’s mobile phone was in use. 

Ye Luo immediately located his phone, followed by an all-round search of his phone, including all 

contacts, contacts on various chatting software, etc. Ye Luo then started to do statistics on these data, 

including what people were contacted more frequently, roughly what kind of relationship, etc. 

Because Ye Lu knows very well that it is not a difficulty to cheat such people and cheat oneself. 

An impulsive teenager like himself could get away with a fake video, photo or whatever, but each and 

every one of these Blood Princes had lived for a long time and could not be fooled casually. 

If you want to trick them or catch them, you have to be more precise and accurate. 

In the end, Ye Luo locked on the one called Carolina who was most closely connected to the Prince and 

was contacted in various ways many times almost every day. 

“Jessica, what is your Prince’s cultivation level?” 

After determining a rough plan, Ye Luo then looked at Jessica and asked. 

Jessica said. 

“It should be at the level of a ‘Second Turn Saint’, in fact, most of the Princes, including the acting 

patriarchs, don’t have a very high cultivation level, because they are taken away when their cultivation 

level is higher, the rule of our ‘Blood Clan’ is that either the oldest Vampires are called Generation One, 

then there is Generation Two, and Generation Three, and currently the Princes are all after Generation 

Four of the Bloods, and are the ones who don’t have the ability to enter the ‘Blood Sanctuary’.” 

Through the chat with Jessica, Ye Lu also roughly understood the current basic situation of the “Blood 

Race”. 

Then, she looked at Jessica and asked again. 

“Is there a poison that specifically deals with your Blood Tribe?” 

Jessica said. 

“There is, but it’s a bit difficult to be effective only if you drink it.” 

Leaffall then said. 

“You don’t need to worry about that, I have my own solution.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu began to fuse the bloodline power obtained from the “Jimi demon clan”, as a 

matter of fact, the inheritance proceeded quickly, and Ye Lu took on the “Jimi demon clan” aura. 



“You …… how did you do that?” 

Jessica was already dumbfounded by Ye Lu, he couldn’t understand why Ye Lu had become a member of 

his own clan in one fell swoop. 

Ye Luo did not answer her question, but looked at “Big Wind” and said. 

“‘Sister Wind’ I have a ‘Spirit Beast Bracelet’ here, can I talk to you about it, go to the ‘Spirit Beast 

Bracelet’ later and come with me to Kill a person.” 

This time, he had to dispose of the acting chief of the Jimi Spirits Clan in secret, so that the other 

members of the Blood Clan would not be aware of it, and he would be able to blend in during the “Night 

of the New Moon”. 

Of course, another point is that it is not easy for him to use the Summoning Technique again in the short 

term. The loss of vital energy caused by continuous blood loss cannot be replenished by the Blood Tonic 

Pill, so he needs to adjust his body for at least two days. 

“Gale” said after thinking about it. 

“Fine, but before that, you’d better get me a set of clothes, and you’d better get me a storage item to 

put my clothes and stuff.” 

Hearing his words, Ye Luo then smiled and said. 

“You have quite a lot of requests, okay, I’ll get you clothes first, as for the storage thing, I can make it, I’ll 

customize one for you when I have time.” 

After that, Ye Lu let the “Wine Swallow Boy” guard Jessica, then followed “Big Wind” to the city to pick 

out a set of clothes, after that the two of them went together to the vicinity of the target person. 

The woman was an old flame of the Acting Chief of the Gimmi Spirits, but she was a human, and 

according to the ancient rules of the Bloods, it was forbidden for a Blood to marry a human, so the two 

were secretly in love, but the Acting Chief of the Gimmi Spirits, Gertrude, was very fond of her. 

With the help of Gertrude, this beautiful woman was already a “Sovereign Level” practitioner. 

Of course, this level was not enough in Ye Lu’s eyes. Now that his nine strands of spiritual energy were 

complete, he was able to crush a “seventh level clan master” without any means. 

However, he was still weak, so he didn’t need to do anything this time, the “Big Wind”, which had 

already transformed into a beautiful woman, could do it for him. 

After that, there was a long interrogation, as Ye Lu did not want the acting patriarch, Gertrude, to have 

any suspicions. 

“Alright, let’s rest first, there’s no rush in this matter, we’ll do it tomorrow night.” 

After everything was ready, Ye Luo looked at “Big Wind” and said with a smile. 



The longer he pretended to be Gertrude, the easier it would be to see the flaw, so it would be safer to 

do it later, and the woman had also said that Gertrude would come to her house tomorrow night on her 

own initiative. 

The next day, Ye Lu recovered and all he had to do was to prepare for the rescue. 

The most important thing was the “spell” to control the summoned beasts, and the fact that he could 

not control the summoned things was the most depressing thing for Ye Lu. 

The battle last night, after the summoned beasts all ran away, if not for the “big wind” sister finally 

returned, he would have been dead. 

In the end, Ye Lu really found a “holy level” spirit control technique, but according to the instructions on 

it, if you want to control a summoned beast that is too big for you, you can only do so through some 

extraordinary means, such as bloodline suppression or something like that. 

This is the special nature of bloodlines. 

However, at the moment, this was not of much use to Ye Lu, as the bloodline power of the “Jimi Spirits” 

was not of a high level, and he did not dare to use the blood of the “Holy Maiden” Jessica, as he had to 

pretend to be a more common clan member. 

Anyway, the day flew by again. 

After the sun went down, Ye Lu and “Big Wind” rushed back to the woman’s house to keep watch. 

It was only at midnight that Gertrude arrived late. 

When he entered the house, the woman smiled and brought out a cup of blood and handed it to 

Gertrude, saying with a smile. 

“Why are you so late?” 

Gertrude said with some chagrin. 

“It’s not because of those guys in the clan, originally the benefit was mine alone, now it’s a good thing 

that the food that was in my mouth just flew away, this time it’s not my turn to benefit.” 

And the woman said with a smile. 

“My dear, don’t be angry, I have food for you here, drink this first.” 

Without question, Gertrude took the cup and drank it. 

It was only after the blood had entered his belly that he realised something was wrong. 

“You …… you …… you give me ……” 

At this time, Ye Lu walked out and said with a smile. 

“Poisoning is it.” 

Then he quickly waved his hand, and “Big Wind” quickly struck out, first beating this guy to a pulp, then 

ruining his dantian, and only then did Ye Lu start the interrogation. 



After using all kinds of tactics, and finally using “soul searching”, Ye Lu finally obtained a lot of important 

information before Gertrude’s death. 

Another day passed, and the “Night of the New Moon” was finally approaching. 

 


